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THROUGH this work the author will try to

present an approach to concept of music

by means of two of the principal lexical roots

used by Egyptians in order to refer it and the

musical facts1 considering the contexts in

which those lexical components appeared. It is

about verbal roots xn and Hs, both related for

the Egyptians with prototypical acts of the

musical fact and habitually translated in

dictionaries as “play music” and “praise” or

“sing praises”, respectively. One of the most

direct ways to understand the idea of music is

by means of its setting in motion, i. e., the

musical fact, represented by verbal roots. In

this article we have selected only these ones

for two reasons: they do not show an arm

hieroglyph as phonogram (which could lead to

confusion, as we will see below) and they are

more directly linked in Egyptian texts with

what Egyptian considered to be the genuine

musical act from which all the other musical

elements were derived. In this paper this is

considered crucial in order to understand the

cultural significance which music had for

ancient Egyptian people, since the concept of

music is not universal, contrary to what is

generally thought.2 Ancient cultures appa-

rently lose part of their wealth before our eyes

in this field, since we are used to assimilate it

to our idea of music and related concepts. This

unadequate approach very often produces our

missing of whatever hides the subtlety of the

language –specially in the case of the Egyptian

script, a language of its own– and finally mis-

leading our understanding of the true meaning

of the music within the framework we study.

German musicologist Hans Hickmann3

postulated that the sign for the arm, D41,

was a reminiscence of cheironomic melodic
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and rhythmic signs. For the melodic ones, he

made a distinction between the palm of the

hand facing down or making certain signs and

the diverse inclinations of the forearm in

relation to the arm. He associated this D41

sign with the demarcation of passages pointing

out that, since the New Kingdom, the scribes

marked the verses4 of poems –written in

hieratic– by means of red dots which ended

with D41, at the end of either the stanzas or the

poem itself.5 The author believes that the

presumed indication of the melodic elements

has yet to be proven. However, there are

rational elements which lead us to think that,

at first, the signs of the hand and forearm were

used to represent distinct musical functions

whose meaning eventually weakened as they

were accompanied by other signs, indicating

several other aspects of the concept of music.

TTHHEE RROOOOTT xn

Among the general hieroglyphic signs which

represented the musical prototypes, without

doubt the most characteristic might have been

the arm; particularly since it directly suggested

certain movements of the musical fact. Let’s

see how it show up in the root xn:

dxn; to beat time (together with music)6,

one who beats the tempo.7

xn; (hand)clap, in the expression 

dit xn “to clap” = to beat time.8

xn; speech, declaration, subject, issue,

part of a song9 (the reply to a responsorial

chant?) in xn n wSb,10 a ragged chorus (of

shouts) in xn n itt int,11 song of joy in xn (n)

nhm,12 lullaby in xn n hnhn.13 [Deter-

minative: ].

xni; make music [Var. , ,14

15].

xni; to land after a flight,16 alight from

flight, to stop, to pause, to relax or to rest

(on something) [Determinatives ,17

18].

xni; play music with a sistrum, to clap

marking the rhythm, to mark the tempo (in

di-xn [dxn]), choral song19 [Deter-

minatives , or ].
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4.   Actually the lines were marked regardless of their
content.
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xnt; beat of sistrum.20

xnw; musician, (*dancer), minstrel.21

xnw(t); musicians22 (along the music

of the sistrum).23

xnw, xnw-n-a; *castanets.24

xnwt; woman musician,25 (*female

dancer of the temple), Hathor’s female

musician, *female minstrel [Var. ,26

, plural: ,27 ,28

29 or ]

The root of this group of words, xn, appears

to mean in this verbal conjugation form 

xni “to rest or alight on something”, as in fact

represented by the determinative of the

landing duck; its meaning could also be

extended to what this movement would signify

in a certain cultural context. Usually xn

is translated as “(hand)clap”. Nevertheless the

author believes that, although its meaning

seems similar, this may not be exactly so.

To our modern western eyes, it is curious

that the determinative used by the Egyptians to

classify this word is the sign D41 in

Gardiner's list30 and not any other represen-

tation of the hand or arms, perhaps * or * ,

which in today's society might be used if we

have to draw our idea of “make a handclap”.

However, the fact that Egyptians used this sign

has an explanation which the author will try to

expound below. D41, representing a forearm

with the palm of the hand face down, is easily

recognized by the arm and forearm bent in an

acute angle at the elbow, thus implying a

certain position for the person making this

forearm gesture. It is the position of a person's

forearm and arm when knocking on something

relatively close to the body with the palm of

the hand, for example the leg. It is also the

most natural means of holding the arm when

sitting in a neutral attitude and perhaps for this

reason it is the determinative used to write the

original word for “arm” gbA and to

indicate the bend or inclination of the limbs,

subsequently becoming an abstraction of this

idea.31 However, contrary to the term for the

words “left” and “facing or on the left-hand

side” which uses the D41 determinative sign

as a characteristic element, it is rare to find this

determinative in the composition of the words

“right” and “facing or on the right-hand side”.

Evidently, this could be indicative of

something characterizing the left arm as

producing something in particular, to the point

of being able to represent with D41 an activity

requiring the exclusive use of the left arm.

Nowadays, in the liturgy of the Coptic Church

of Egypt, the singers who psalmody the sacred

texts still make it in a peculiar way. While they

make gestures of diverse nature with the right

hand, they invariably mark rhythmic elements

with the left one on the left leg; the duration of

the sounds is thus organized and keep the inner

organizative elements of the music itself into

account as they are performed. The hand
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25.  Blackman, A. M., The rock tombs of Meir, Egypt
Exploration Fund, London 1914-1924, IV, 7.

26.  Ibidem, IV, 4.
27.  Sethe, op. cit., 87, 21-2.
28.  Davies, op. cit., 11, 24.
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30.  Gardiner, A., Egyptian Grammar, Griffith Institute, 

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1927.
31.  The case of the word rmn ("arm", "shoulder") is

different since, here, the determinative is imposed
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say "on the right" or "on the left" to distinguish sides
or directions; hence it can also mean "half". Other
languages of the world proceed in a similar manner.



always remains on the leg until it is time to

produce a new beat. The actual term 

grH means “to cease movement”, “to stop”.

For this reason xn may be accompanied in

some words by the determinative D54

which represents the taxonomic feature of

“presence or absence of movement”.

Continuing along these lines, it seems

improbable that the term xn originally

meant “(hand)clap” but rather “measurement”,

“movement”, since the Egyptian word does not

directly seem to refer to the clap produced

when placing the hand on the leg. It would be

more accurate to translate the term here with

“beat” or “marking”, not necessarily implying

the presence of noise. Moreover, other

Egyptian terms are given the meanings of

"(hand)clap" or "to clap" since they seem to

directly refer to the element of sound. This is

the case with mAHt, meaning “clapper”

and also “clap on the leg”, or or 

mAH, both also translated as “clapper”, “play

the palms of the hands” or “mark the rhythm”.

It is possible that a general sense of “handclap”

evolved from these original meanings. In the

mastaba of Mereru-ka, each clapping girl is

referred to as r-mAHt, that is, “the ones (fem.)

who have relation to handclapping or to

marking the rhythm”. In Spain they would be

called palmeras o tocadoras de palmas.

TTHHEE RROOOOTT Hs

However, there is another sign which

represents the forearm in a different position,

yet usually kept for other meanings. This is the

case of D207 sign from Buurman's Manuel de

Codage32, which shows a forearm forming a

straight angle with the arm and with the hand

seen from the side, showing the palm slightly

inclined downward, like this: . This

position implies that the arm is raised and

lightly bent forward with the hand moving, as

the singers are shown on tomb paintings.

Somewhere else33 the author mentioned that

the egyptian singers who are sitting on the

ground with the hand (usually the right one) in

this position –considered as cheironomists

throughout all the work of musicologists Kurt

Sachs and Hans Hickmann– do not necessarily

use this or other movements to indicate the

sound which the instrumentalists before them

must play, but rather such positions seem to

obey to compulsive movements of the singers.

Such movements and poses might be

sufficiently characteristic to finally represent a

symbol of the afore mentioned activity.

Nowadays this type of compulsive movements

–which never reach the status of cheironomy–

can still be seen in many oriental singers and

specially in the spanish cantaores of flamenco.

Eventually, the egyptians have associated this

type of musical activity with these move-

ments; through a metonymic process, the right

arm represented this aspect of their music. In a

way it is obvious that the arm was chosen as

the hieroglyphic representation: according to

pictorial egyptian conventions, the most

characteristic, relevant and distinct sign was

always the best choice. In modern dictionaries

D207 usually appears as interchangeable with

D41 and in the term Hzi, one can see either sign

without making a distinction in their mean-

ings. The author believes that the sign with the

left hand and the palm facing down can be

involved in the organizer action of the musical

material, while the other sign with the hand
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33.  Barahona, A., “Reflexiones sobre la posibilidad
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slightly downwards as well as sideways

symbolized the emotional elements probably

related to melody and ornamentation. This

brings us to the second most important lexical

roots in sustaining musical concepts in

Ancient Egypt, Hs:

Hsi; to sing, to make music.34 [Var.

or ].

Hsi (Hzi); to favour someone, praise.35

Hsw; minstrel, street musician,

popular singer.36 [Var. or ; feminine

, or ].

Hst; favour, praise, reward.37

Hsw; spell (to protect oneself from the

waters).38

Hsy; favoured, praised.39

Hst; entonation, tune, (love, religious,

drinking,…) song.40

Hsty; praise.41

Hsy; song.42

Hsyt; concubines.43

Hst (Hzt); jar of water for libations44 [Var.

].

Hswty; favourite.45

As early as the Old Kingdom, the Egyptians

selected the phonogram Hst “water-pot”, in

order to represent the root of a group of words

whose semantic field concerns to our study.

We believe that, in the case of the use of this

root to represent certain concepts of the

musical facts, the selection made by the old

Egyptian goes beyond the purely sound aspect.

Water has always been a symbol of

dissolutio and purificatio. Moreover, in a

country that practically depends on the Nile,

water is much more than this: it is the element

of life. To pour water in libations in honor of

the gods, to satisfy them, to please them and to

gain their favour, is a very ancient ceremonial

act in Egypt. This is not to mention that in a

country with high temperatures, always near to

the desert, fresh water is a symbol of

enjoyment, rest and pleasure. On one hand, the

root of this word seems to be linked to the idea

of religious pleasure, and on the other hand,

because of a subsequent extension, to the idea

of recreation and physical pleasure. According

to this, a “spell” like Hsw is, simply

put, a propitious entonation aiming to please a

deity, so that it may protect or execute the

desires of the petitionary. Thus music,

indicated by the root Hs is pleasing and

propitious, through several processes repre-

sented in some cases by the determinatives of

the word, as is the case for  Hst “entona-

tion” (from Hsi) and  Hsw “street

musician”. Actually, in the second word the

D41 sign appears, while D207 is used in the

first, hence indicating that, in the Egyptian

language, the concept of street singer involved

the organized movement of the left hand,

while the idea of entonation used the image of

the arm compulsively moving with melody,

ornaments and intensity.
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